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ABSTRACT
◥

Purpose: Perineural invasion (PNI), a common occurrence in
oral squamous cell carcinomas, is associated with poor survival.
Consequently, these tumors are treated aggressively. However,
diagnostic criteria of PNI vary and its role as an independent
predictor of prognosis has not been established. To address these
knowledge gaps, we investigated spatial and transcriptomic profiles
of PNI-positive and PNI-negative nerves.

Experimental Design: Tissue sections from 142 patients were
stained with S100 and cytokeratin antibodies. Nerves were identi-
fied in two distinct areas: tumor bulk and margin. Nerve diameter
and nerve-to-tumor distance were assessed; survival analyses were
performed. Spatial transcriptomic analysis of nerves at varying
distances from tumor was performed with NanoString GeoMx
Digital Spatial Profiler Transcriptomic Atlas.

Results: PNI is an independent predictor of poor prognosis
among patients with metastasis-free lymph nodes. Patients with

close nerve-tumor distance have poor outcomes even if diag-
nosed as PNI negative using current criteria. Patients with large
nerve(s) in the tumor bulk survive poorly, suggesting that even
PNI-negative nerves facilitate tumor progression. Diagnostic
criteria were supported by spatial transcriptomic analyses of
>18,000 genes; nerves in proximity to cancer exhibit stress and
growth response changes that diminish with increasing nerve-
tumor distance. These findings were validated in vitro and in
human tissue.

Conclusions: This is the first study in human cancer with high-
throughput gene expression analysis in nerves with striking corre-
lations between transcriptomic profile and clinical outcomes. Our
work illuminates nerve-cancer interactions suggesting that cancer-
induced injury modulates neuritogenesis, and supports reclassifi-
cation of PNI based on nerve-tumor distance rather than current
subjective criteria.

Introduction
Investigation of the dynamic interaction between cancer and

nerves is the focus of the emerging field of cancer neuroscience (1).
The impact of these studies has not been translated into clinical
practice. For example, perineural invasion (PNI) is an adverse
pathologic feature in multiple cancers including prostate, gastric,
and oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC; refs. 2–4). Consequent-
ly, diagnosis of PNI has serious implications for treatment plan-
ning and prognosis. However, the diagnostic criteria are archaic;
molecular changes between what are currently classified as PNI-
positive and PNI-negative nerves have not been investigated in

human cancer. In this study, applying spatial and molecular
investigations of nerves in human cancer, we provide evidence
for reclassification of PNI based on current knowledge of cancer
neuroscience.

PNI is defined as “tumor in close proximity to nerve and involving at
least 33% of its circumference or tumor cells within any of the three
layers of the nerve sheath” (5). However, inmechanistic studies, nerves
modulate tumor progression prior to physical contact with cancer
cells (6–10). In an in vivo model in which neural ganglia and oral
cancer cells were grafted adjacent to each other, nerves were attracted
toward cancer cells overexpressing galanin receptor 2 (8). Further-
more, nerves have effects that vary with taxonomy and tumor location.
For example, adrenergic nerves promote cancer cell survival in early-
stage tumor development, while cholinergic nerves regulate invasion,
migration, and metastasis enhancing tumor dissemination in
advanced-stage prostate cancer (6). In OSCC, p53 deficiency mod-
ulates neuronal responses in the tumor microenvironment, and drives
sensory nerves to adrenergic differentiation via a miRNA-regulated
mechanism (10). Interestingly, surgical denervation of sensory nerves
inhibited the presence of tumor-related adrenergic nerves and, con-
sequently, tumor growth inmice (10). Similarly, surgical and chemical
denervation of the stomach inhibited tumor formation and progres-
sion in mouse models of gastric cancer through inhibition of musca-
rinic acetylcholine M3 receptor (7). Together, these findings show
that nerves impact tumor progression even in the absence of direct
physical contact.

On the basis of evidence supporting nerve-tumor crosstalk, our
group investigated PNI and other nerve parameters in 71 patients with
OSCC. These results suggested that nerves influence tumor behavior in
the absence of PNI (4). In the current study in human OSCC, we
investigated spatial transcriptomic changes in nerves at varying dis-
tance from cancer cells. These findings were supported by in vitro
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studies. Furthermore, using an independent cohort of patients, we
validated our previous translational work on the association of PNI
and other nerve-related parameters with clinical outcome in OSCC.
Our findings support that PNI should be redefined on the basis of
nerve-tumor distance rather than the extent to which nerves are
surrounded by cancer cells.

Materials and Methods
Patient population

Deidentified tissue sections of oral cavity OSCCwere obtained from
the Tissue Core of the University of Michigan Head and Neck Cancer
Specialized Program of Research Excellence (HNSPORE)/Head and
Neck Oncology Program (HNOP). Institutional Review Board
approval and patient consent were obtained by the HNSPORE/HNOP
prior to specimen collection. The study population consisted of 142
patients (Fig. 1A). Of these, 71 were from a previously published
cohort (4) here named cohort 1, and a new population of 71 patients,
designated cohort 2. Tissue sections for the first cohort were from
pretreatment biopsies, and the second cohort were from pretreatment
biopsies or a single-tissue block of the excision specimen. Cohort 1 data
were collected between November 2008 and June 2012, while cohort 2
data were collected between June 2012 and September 2014. Follow-up
data for cohort 1 were updated since publication in 2018; cohort 2 and
updated cohort 1 data are shown in Supplementary Table S1.

The combined study population of 142 patients (73 males, 69
females) had a mean age of 62.8 years and median follow-up time
of 43.9 months. Most patients were treated with surgery; 58 (40.8%)
patients received surgery alone, 49 (34.5%) received surgery plus
adjuvant radiotherapy, and 35 (24.6%) received surgery plus adjuvant
chemoradiation. OSCC recurred in 41 patients, 35 of whom died of
disease. Table 1 summarizes demographic and disease-related char-
acteristics of each cohort and the combined population. For compar-
ison, Supplementary Fig. S1 shows survival data for cohort 2 using the
same analyses published previously for cohort 1 (4).

IHC
For cohort 1, IHC stains were described previously (4). For

cohort 2, 5 mm serial sections were stained with hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) or the following antibodies: S100 to highlight nerves,

cytokeratin AE1/AE3 to highlight epithelial cells, and myelin basic
protein (MBP) for validation of spatial transcriptomic data. Details are
in Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Data collection
Slides were digitally scanned with iScan Coreo (Ventana Medical

Systems, Roche Diagnostics International) and images were ana-
lyzed with Ventana Image Viewer software v.3.1.4 for cohort 1, and
Halo Image analysis platform v3.1 (IndicaLabs) for cohort 2. Both
programs have the same tools for manually annotating nerves and
tumor areas. Two distinct adjacent areas were analyzed in all 142
specimens using Halo: (i) tumor bulk containing tumor islands and
tumor stroma, and (ii) tumor margin, defined as a 2 mm margin
around the tumor bulk (Fig. 1B).

Tumor differentiation and PNI (positive or negative) were scored
by a board-certified Oral and Maxillofacial Pathologist using
H&E sections and current criteria; a PNI-positive nerve is invaded
by or has at least 33% of its circumference surrounded by tumor
cells (5). Using the same criteria (5) for both cohorts, other
investigator(s) scored PNI independently for each nerve using
H&E and IHC sections. This resulted in two independent analyses,
PNI (H&E) and PNI (H&EþIHC), respectively, for each patient.
The first cohort was analyzed by one investigator (L.B. Schmitd).
The second cohort was analyzed by L.B. Schmitd and a second
investigator trained and supervised by L.B. Schmitd. Using S100-
stained sections, nerves were located and measured for area
and diameter, which was defined as the smallest axis of the nerve
cross-section. Nerves smaller than approximately 10 mm in diam-
eter and further than approximately 2 mm from tumor bulk were
excluded. Cytokeratin-stained sections were used to determine
worst pattern of invasion (POI; ref. 11), measure distance between
each nerve and the nearest tumor island, and locate tumor in
association with nerves to score PNI (Fig. 1C). Because specimens
were deidentified, data were collected without knowledge of demo-
graphics, treatment, or clinical outcome.

NanoString GeoMx Digital Spatial Profiler
Eight of the 142 patients were selected for transcriptome spatial

analysis using the NanoString GeoMx Digital Spatial Profiler
(DSP)/Human NGS Whole Transcriptome Atlas (Fig. 1D). Cases
were selected on the basis of location (tongue) and presence of
nerves in tissue sections. Each slide with sections from 2 patients
was stained with fluorescence-labeled antibodies to allow identifi-
cation of tissue: pan-cytokeratin (AE1/AE3, Novus Biologicals,
#NBP2-33200AF647) for epithelial cells and S100 (Dako Omnis
GA50461-2, dilution 1:2) for nerves. Nerve areas of interest (AOI)
were selected for analysis based on nerve-tumor proximity as
follows: (i) NC (nerves close): within 100 mm from tumor with at
least 50% surrounded by tumor cells (n ¼ 6); (ii) N100: within
100 mm from tumor but excluded from NC (n ¼ 8); (iii) N1000: 100
to 1,000 mm from tumor (n ¼ 16); (iv) NF (nerves far): beyond
1 mm from any tumor cell (n ¼ 16). AOIs were drawn manually
around nerves. Only nerves with at least 16,000 mm2 and at least 50
cells were selected to ensure proper RNA probe counts.

Cell culture and qPCR
Peripheral neuronal (50B11; ref. 12) and Schwann (S16, ATCC,

#CRL-2941, RRID:CVCL_B072) cell lines, and ex vivo rat dorsal
root ganglia (DRG) were used for mRNA expression validation
experiments (Fig. 1E). Experiments using rats were done in accor-
dance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee rules

Translational Relevance

Perineural invasion (PNI) occurs frequently in oral squamous
cell carcinoma.However, diagnostic criteria of PNI vary and its role
as an independent predictor of prognosis has not been established.
We reveal that PNI is an important predictor of prognosis among
patients with no lymph node metastasis. Moreover, patients with
nerves closer to tumor have poor outcomes even if diagnosed as
PNI negative using current criteria. Consistent with clinical find-
ings, spatial transcriptomic analysis of nerves in sections of human
tumors shows a gradient of gene expression that is dependent on
nerve-tumor distance. Together, these findings support broaden-
ing the definition of PNI to make it more clinically relevant.
Moreover, the transcriptomic data reveal an injury response to
the tumor; mechanisms involved in response to stress and growth
are upregulated in nerves proximal to cancer. Understanding how
these mechanisms contribute to clinical outcomes is crucial for
developing new treatment strategies that reduce tumor recurrence.
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from our institution. Briefly, both cell lines were treated with
conditioned medium from an OSCC cell line (UM-SCC-29) for
0 to 48 hours. DRGs were co-cultured in the presence or absence of
UM-SCC-29 for up to 72 hours. Cells or DRGs were then lysed,
RNA extracted, and qPCR perfomed to validate spatial transcrip-
tomic data. Details are in Supplementary Materials and Methods.
Primers are listed in Supplementary Table S2.

Statistical analysis
Data from clinical samples were submitted for analysis to cancer

biostatisticians from the HNOP. Data were stratified as patient-level
and nerve-level, the first including tumor characteristics for each
patient, and the second including information derived from IHC for
each nerve as described in Fig. 1C.

Descriptive statistics were calculated for patient-level and nerve-
level characteristics. Kaplan–Meier methods were used to estimate
overall survival (OS), disease-specific survival (DSS), and disease-free
survival (DFS) probabilities within groups, defined by patient-level
characteristics. Time of diagnosis was used as baseline when defining
OS, DSS, and DFS. Regression tree methods based on the log-rank
statistic were used to identify potential thresholds of patient-level
characteristics related to differences in survival probabilities. Cox
regression modeling was used to examine the relationship between
continuous patient-level characteristics and survival. Logistic regres-
sion was used to investigate the relationship between PNI and other
variables.

Weighted Cox regression modeling was used to examine the
association between nerve-level characteristics and survival, where

Figure 1.

Schematic summary of study design.A,Cohort of 142 patientswithOSCC.B, Tumor biopsy sampleswere serially sectioned. All nerves in the tumor bulk and in a 2mm
margin around the tumor bulk were assessed. C, H&E, cytokeratin, and S100 stains were used to locate tumor cells and nerves. Green dashed lines show the
nerve outline and red arrows indicate tumor cells. Scale bar, 50 mm. Analysis of serial sections generated patient-level and nerve-level data, used for outcome
analysis. D, A subset of samples (n ¼ 8) was selected for spatial transcriptomic analysis. Morphology markers for cytokeratin and S100 were used to guide
identification of nerve areas in relation to tumor. AOIs for a nerve close to tumor (green circle) and a nerve far from tumor (purple circle) are overlaid in the
immunofluorescence image and enlarged below. Tissues were probed for over 18,000 genes; differential gene expression analysis was performed comparing
nerves in different areas of the tumor specimen. E, In vitro validation was performed in neuronal and Schwann cells, and rat DRG; IHC validation was performed
in patient tissue specimens.
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Table 1. Demographics and disease-related characteristics of the sample.

Cohort 1
(N ¼ 71)a

Cohort 2
(N ¼ 71)

Combined
(N ¼ 142)

Patient characteristics n (%)b n (%)b n (%)b

Age 60.2 (SD ¼ 12.9) 65.4 (SD ¼ 12.3) 62.8 (SD ¼ 12.8)
Gender

Male 41 (57.7) 32 (45.1) 73 (51.4)
Female 30 (42.2) 39 (54.9) 69 (48.6)

Smoking
Never 15 (21.1) 20 (28.2) 35 (24.6)
Current 34 (47.9) 26 (36.6) 60 (42.3)
Former 22 (31.0) 21 (29.6) 43 (30.3)
Missing 0 (0) 4 (5.6) 4 (2.8)

ACE-27 comorbidities
None 22 (31.0) 12 (16.9) 34 (23.9)
Mild 32 (45.1) 38 (53.5) 70 (49.3)
Moderate 10 (14.1) 15 (21.1) 25 (17.6)
Severe 7 (9.8) 6 (8.5) 13 (9.1)

Tumor characteristics n (%)b or mean n (%)b or mean n (%)b or mean

Oral cavity subsite
Tongue 34 (47.8) 48 (67.6) 82 (57.7)
Gingiva 15 (21.1) 4 (5.6) 19 (13.4)
Floor of mouth 10 (14) 7 (9.9) 17 (12.0)
Retromolar area 9 (12.6) 2 (2.8) 11 (7.7)
Other 3 (4.2) 5 (7.0) 8 (5.6)
Missing 0 (0) 5 (7.0) 5 (3.5)

T stage
1 12 (16.9) 11 (15.5) 23 (16.2)
2 21 (29.5) 31 (43.7) 52 (36.6)
3 12 (16.9) 5 (7.0) 17 (12.0)
4 26 (36.6) 24 (33.8) 50 (35.2)

N stage
0 41 (57.7) 53 (74.6) 94 (66.2)
1 8 (11.3) 7 (9.9) 15 (10.6)
2 1 (1.4) 2 (2.8) 3 (2.1)
2a 2 (2.8) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.4)
2b 17 (23.9) 4 (5.6) 21 (14.8)
2c 2 (2.8) 5 (7.0) 7 (4.9)

AJCC Clinical Stage (7th Edition)c

I 10 (14.1) 11 (15.5) 21 (14.8)
II 14 (19.7) 26 (36.6) 40 (28.2)
III 12 (16.9) 6 (8.5) 18 (12.7)
IV 35 (49.3) 28 (39.4) 63 (44.3)

Histopathologic
characteristics n (%)b or mean n (%)b or mean n (%)b or mean

Differentiation
Poor 11 (15.5) 3 (4.2) 14 (9.9)
Moderate 27 (38.0) 33 (46.5) 60 (42.2)
Well 33 (46.5) 35 (49.3) 68 (47.9)

Worst pattern of invasiond

POI 1 5 (7.0) 0 (0.0) 5 (3.5)
POI 2 19 (26.8) 4 (5.6) 23 (16.2)
POI 3 16 (22.5) 6 (8.5) 22 (15.5)
POI 4 26 (36.6) 48 (67.6) 74 (52.1)
POI 5 5 (7.0) 12 (16.9) 17 (12.0)
Missing 0 (0) 1 (1.4) 1 (0.7)

PNI (H&E)
No 55 (77.5) 50 (70.4) 105 (73.9)
Yes 16 (22.5) 21 (29.6) 37 (26.1)

PNI (H&E þ IHC)e

No 47 (66.2) 34 (47.9) 81 (57.0)
Yes 24 (33.8) 37 (52.1) 61 (43.0)

(Continued on the following page)
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nerves fromeach subject wereweighted by the inverse of the number of
nerves for that subject. A Cox generalized additive model was fitted
using the penalized splines method to explore the shape of the
relationship between OS and DSS and the distance between the nerve
and nearest tumor island, as well as the diameter of nerves in the tumor
bulk. All analyses were conducted using R package, version 3.3.0.

Data obtained with the NanoString GeoMx DSP platform were
analyzed using dedicated software (GeoMx_NGS_Pipeline_2.2.0.2
and GeoMx Analysis Suite 2.3). AOI quality control (QC) detected
raw reads above 1,000 for all AOIs, and good alignment rate and
sequencing saturation. Probe QC detected 24 local and 0 global out-
liers. All the local outliers were negative control probes, and were
removed from each AOI individually. AOIs with deduplicated probe
counts Q3 (upper quartile) values lower than 2 were excluded (n¼ 7).
Two additional AOIs were removed because they had less than 1% of
geneswith read counts higher than limit of quantification (LOQ). LOQ
was defined as geomean(NegProbe) � geoSD(NegProbe)2 for each
AOI. Target filtering was applied to retain 8,162 gene targets (of
18,814) with read counts above LOQ in at least 10% of the AOIs.
Q3 normalization was then applied on the filtered AOIs and gene
targets. Differential gene expression across groups was analyzed using
linear mixed effect models; differentially expressed genes (DEG) were
defined as fold change (FC) >1.5 and FDR <0.1 (13, 14). iPathway-
Guide analysis (https://ipathwayguide.advaitabio.com) used all fil-
tered gene targets as background.

Data availability
Rawdata for this studywere generated at theUniversity ofMichigan

Advanced Genomics core facility (https://brcf.medicine.umich.edu/
cores/advanced-genomics/). Derived data supporting the findings of
this study are available from the corresponding author upon request.

Results
We profiled all nerves in both tumor bulk and a 2 mm margin

from the tumor in 142 OSCC biopsies (Fig. 1). IHC analysis shows
that PNI is present in 43% of patients, although PNI is observed in
only 26.1% of patients by H&E alone; that is, assessment with
H&EþIHC increases PNI detection (Table 1). Subsequent results
reflect PNI assessment by H&EþIHC. The demographic, tumor,

and histopathologic characteristics are in Table 1; descriptive
survival statistics are in Supplementary Table S1. The odds of being
PNI positive are increased by having American Joint Committee on
Cancer (AJCC; 7th edition) stages III [OR, 5.31; 95% confidence
interval, CI (1.27–22.24)] and IV [OR, 3.86; 95% CI (1.17–12.78)],
larger tumors [T3 OR, 5.14; 95% CI (1.29–20.52) and T4 OR, 3.32;
95% CI (1.07–10.34)], and worst POI grades 4–5 [OR, 2.81; 95% CI
(1.09–7.26); Supplementary Table S3].

PNI is a strong driver of survival among node-negative patients
PNI is often associated with lymph nodemetastasis (15) andmay be

used as a predictor of poor prognosis among patients with early-stage
disease, especially clinicallyN0patients (16). Lymphnodemetastasis is
a strong predictor of poor survival; patients typically receive adjuvant
therapy when positive nodes are detected (17). Our sample has 66.2%
clinically N0 and 43% early-stage patients (AJCC 7th Edition stages I
and II; Table 1). Survival analyses show that PNI (Fig. 2A; Supple-
mentary Fig. S2A and S2B) and lymph node involvement (Fig. 2B;
Supplementary Fig. S2C and S2D) associate with worse survival.
Univariate Cox modeling (Fig. 2C; Supplementary Table S4) shows
that PNI associates with poor DSS [HR, 2.33; 95% CI (1.18–4.58)], OS
[HR, 1.93; 95% CI (1.13–3.29)], and DFS [HR, 1.92; 95% CI (1.04–
3.56)]. Similarly, there is significant association between node posi-
tivity and poor DSS [HR, 2.40; 95% CI (1.24–4.66)] and OS [HR, 1.81;
95% CI (1.06–3.08)].

To investigate the relationship between PNI andN stage, we split N0
patients into PNI positive and PNI negative. AmongN0 patients, there
is a strong relationship between PNI positivity and worse DSS
(Fig. 2D), OS, and DFS (Supplementary Fig. S2E and S2F). N0,
PNI-positive patients show significantly higher HRs compared with
N0, PNI-negative patients [Fig. 2C; Supplementary Table S4; DSS,HR,
3.36; 95% CI (1.24–9.09); OS, HR, 2.45; 95% CI (1.19–5.06); DFS, HR,
2.36; 95% CI (1.03–5.38)], despite a higher rate of adjuvant radio-
therapy for the N0, PNI-positive patients (data not shown). Tumor
differentiation and worst POI do not correlate with any of the out-
comes (Fig. 2C; Supplementary Table S4). However, we addressed
them because higher grades/scores of these histopathologic features
have been associated with worse patient survival and tumor
aggressiveness (18–21). Overall, these data indicate that PNI is a
valuable prognostic marker for survival among N0 patients.

Table 1. Demographics and disease-related characteristics of the sample. (Cont'd )
Histopathologic
characteristics n (%)b or mean n (%)b or mean n (%)b or mean

Expanded N stage (H&E þ IHC)e

N0, PNI negative 30 (42.2) 26 (36.6) 56 (39.4)
N0, PNI positive 11 (15.5) 27 (38.0) 38 (26.8)
Nþ 30 (42.2) 18 (25.4) 48 (33.8)

Number of nerves with PNI
None 47 (66.2) 34 (47.9) 81 (57.0)
One (unifocal) 6 (8.5) 6 (8.5) 12 (8.5)
Two or more (multifocal) 18 (25.3) 31 (43.7) 49 (34.5)

Depth of invasion (mm)f 13.21 12.57 12.9
Missing 2 (2.8) 2 (2.8) 4 (2.8)

aSchmitd and colleagues (4).
bPercent includes NA values.
cAmerican Joint Committee on Cancer TNM staging system 7th Edition.
dWorst pattern of invasion according to Brandwein-Gensler and colleagues (11).
ePNI assessed using H&E and IHC stains.
fDepth of invasion from pathology reports.
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Figure 2.

PNI is associated with poor DSS among node-negative patients. Number and diameter of PNI-positive nerves has no correlation with survival. PNI-positive (A) and
node-positive (B) patients survive poorly. C, Univariate Cox modeling of patient-level data. Significant HRs are shown in bold and depicted in orange in the plot.
D,Among node-negative patients, detection of PNI is significantly associatedwith poor DSS. The number of PNI-positive nerves is not associatedwith DSS (E), even
among patients with early-stage OSCC (F). Maximum (G) or average (H) diameter of PNI-positive nerves do not associate with DSS. Tertiles were used for
nerve diameter: small (< 29.2 mm), medium (29.2–47.5 mm), and large (> 47.5 mm). Kaplan–Meier survival curves using patient-level data are shown in A, B, and
D through H. Log-rank P values are displayed in each plot and the number of patients at risk for each timepoint is shown below each survival plot. PNI was
assessed using H&E þ IHC.
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Moreand largerPNI-positive nervesdonot associatewithworse
survival

To clarify the value of PNI in predicting prognosis, the association
between number of PNI-positive nerves, nerve diameter, and survival
were analyzed. These parameters have been assessed in multiple
studies with discordant results (16, 22–24).

PNI was scored as multifocal (>one) versus unifocal (only one);
no difference in patient survival is observed in this cohort (Sup-
plementary Fig. S3A–S3C). PNI-positive biopsies have one to 42
PNI-positive nerves; six or more PNI-positive nerves in the tissue
sample do not associate with worse DSS (Fig. 2E), OS, or DFS
(Supplementary Fig. S3D and S3E), compared with ≤5 PNI-positive
nerves. These data suggest no predictive value for the accumulation
of PNI-positive nerves.

PNI is more likely to occur in late-stage tumors (Supplementary
Table S3); however, it is also a strong driver of survival among N0
patients (Fig. 2D). Consequently, we assessed the correlation between

number of PNI-positive nerves and survival in early-stage patients
(AJCC stages I–II). DSS is very similar between groups with one to five,
and more than five PNI-positive nerves (Fig. 2F). Patients with early-
stage disease (n ¼ 61) with fewer PNI-positive nerves have a higher
chance of receiving surgery alone (69%) compared to patients with six
or more PNI-positive nerves (25%) who received more aggressive
therapy. The lack of differences in DSS could be explained by adjuvant
therapy being given more often to patients with a higher number of
PNI-positive nerves.

Previous studies (11, 22) showed that survival of patients with PNI-
positive nerves larger than 1 mm in diameter is poorer than patients
with smaller PNI-positive nerves. Nerves ≥1 mm are rare in our
sample. Among 9,137 nerves, only 7 are larger than 1 mm, none of
which are PNI positive. PNI-positive nerve diameter ranges from 10 to
888 mm. Using regression tree analysis, we split PNI-positive patients
based on maximum nerve diameter of 50 mm. There is no correlation
between the largest PNI-positive nerve in each patient and DSS, OS, or

Figure 3.

Close nerve-tumor distances associ-
ate with poor survival. A, Patients
with a nerve-tumor distance ≤27 mm
survive poorly. B, Among PNI-
negative patients, those with nerve
tumor distance ≤27 mm survive poorly
and similarly to PNI-positive patients.
C, Adjusted Cox modeling of nerve-
level data. Data are weighted by the
number of nerves per patient and
adjusted for variables shown. Signifi-
cant HRs are shown in bold and
depicted in blue for low and orange
for high. D, Adjusted Cox additive
modeling for relative DSS as a function
of nerve-tumor distance using nerve-
level data; a decrease in relative DSS
death rate is observed as nerve-tumor
distance increases. The model is
adjusted for AJCC 7th edition stage
and tumor differentiation. E, Among
node-negative patients, nerve-tumor
distance ≤27 mm associates with poor
DSS. Kaplan–Meier survival curves
using patient-level data are shown in
A, B, and E. Log-rank P values are
displayed in each plot and the number
of patients at risk for each timepoint is
shown below each survival plot. PNI
was assessed using H&E þ IHC.

Spatial Analysis of Perineural Invasion
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DFS (Fig. 2G; Supplementary Fig. S3F and S3G). Furthermore, we
evaluated the average nerve diameter of PNI-positive nerves dividing
patients into groups based on tertiles: small (<29.2 mm), medium
(29.2–47.5 mm), and large (>47.5 mm). There is no association between
large average diameter of PNI-positive nerves and survival (Fig. 2H;
Supplementary Fig. S3H and S3I), suggesting that large PNI-positive
nerves are not meaningful for survival.

Our data support that although PNI is an important predictor of
poor prognosis, the quantity and size of PNI-positive nerves is not
critical for patient survival.

Distance between nerves and tumor predicts outcome
Although 43% of our OSCC population has PNI-positive nerve(s),

the relative number of PNI-positive nerves is very low (4.5% of all
nerves; Supplementary Table S5). Given that most nerves in the tumor
microenvironment are PNI negative, we investigated the association of
other nerve parameters with survival. Previously, we showed that the
minimum distance between nerve and tumor is relevant for survival;
PNI-negative patients with close nerve-tumor proximity have low
survival (4). In the combined cohort of 142 patients with analysis of
9,137 nerves, nerve-tumor distance was assessed at the patient-level
and as individual nerves across patients. Nerve-level data are in
Supplementary Table S5 and nerve-related characteristics of patients
are in Supplementary Table S6. For patient-level analysis, because each
nerve has a unique nerve-tumor distance, the minimum nerve-tumor
distance within each patient was selected as a parameter for survival
analyses. Regression tree methods split the subjects into two groups
based on greatest difference with respect to DSS; a split was
obtained at 27 mm for minimum nerve-tumor distance. With this
cutoff, there is significant association between shorter nerve-tumor
distances and poor DSS (Fig. 3A), OS, and DFS (Supplementary
Fig. S4A and S4B). Not surprisingly, univariate analysis (Supple-
mentary Table S4) verifies that smaller HRs are significantly asso-
ciated with large nerve-tumor distances [DSS, HR, 0.56; 95% CI
(0.36–0.85); OS, HR, 0.67; 95% CI (0.49–0.92); DFS, HR, 0.66; 95%
CI (0.46–0.95)] when minimum nerve-tumor distance is considered
for each patient. In other words, smaller nerve-tumor distances
significantly associate with poor survival. However, because the
current definition of PNI implies a nerve-tumor distance equal or
close to zero but no criteria for “close” currently exist, OSCCs that
were PNI-negative were split using the same 27 mm cutoff. Signif-
icantly poorer DSS for close nerve-tumor distances is evident in the
PNI-negative group (Fig. 3B); a similar trend is observed for OS
and DFS (Supplementary Fig. S4C and S4D). This prompted
investigation of correlations between nerve-tumor distances using
all 9,114 nerves with available nerve-tumor distance information.
Adjusted Cox regression model weighted by the inverse of number
of nerves within each subject (Fig. 3C; Supplementary Table S7)
shows that greater nerve-tumor distances are significantly associ-
ated with improved DSS [HR, 0.87; 95% CI (0.79–0.96)] and OS
[HR, 0.88; 95% CI (0.81–0.95)].

PNI has been associated with increased tumor depth (25).
Because AJCC 7th edition classification does not take into consid-
eration depth of invasion (DOI), we updated patient data according
to AJCC 8th edition which incorporates depth. Two patients
without available information were excluded; updated staging is
shown in Supplementary Fig. S5A–S5C. When using AJCC 8th
edition to adjust the Cox regression model (Supplementary
Fig. S5D), nerve-tumor distance continues to show a significant
HR, supporting that shorter distance is independently predictive of
DSS regardless of AJCC classification.

Nerve-tumor distance is relevant for patient survival. To investigate
whether there is a threshold above which nerve-tumor distance is no
longer related to survival, nonlinear models were used. A Cox gen-
eralized additivemodel explores the relationship between nerve-tumor
distance of individual nerves to death rate for both DSS (Fig. 3D) and
OS (Supplementary Fig. S4E). Nerves areweighted by the inverse of the
number of nerves per patient and the analysis is adjusted by AJCC 7th
edition stage and differentiation for DSS. For OS, adjusted analysis is
done for AJCC stage, differentiation, and age. The estimated relative
death rate decreases as the nerve-tumor distance increases; the hazard
of death is clearly high for short nerve-tumor distances and gradually
decreases, stabilizing at a distance of approximately 500 mm, suggest-
ing that distances shorter than 500 mm are more relevant to survival.
Adjusting the analysis using AJCC 8th edition stage shows similar
results (Supplementary Fig. S5E).

Our results (Fig. 2), show that PNI is associated with poor DSS
among the N0 population. To understand the predictive value of
nerve-tumor distance among N0 patients, we split the N0 population
based on the 27 mmcutoff forminimumnerve-tumor distance. Similar
to that shown for PNI, shorter nerve-tumor distances associate with
poorDSS (Fig. 3E), OS, andDFS, (Supplementary Fig. S4F–S4G) inN0
patients, suggesting that nerve-tumor distance is a driver of survival
among patients without lymph node metastasis. Interestingly, using
nerve-tumor distance instead of PNI status to score N0 patients for
survival, the number of patients at risk increases from 38 (N0, PNI
positive) to 66 (N0, ≤27 mm).

Diameter of nerves within tumor bulk associates with patient
survival

Because nerves closer to tumor associate with poor survival (Fig. 3),
we hypothesized that having larger nerves in proximity to tumor also
suggest poor outcome. To investigate this association, we restricted the
analysis to nerves present in the tumor bulk (n ¼ 2,975 nerves), of
which 96% are within 500 mm of a tumor cell. Splitting patients by
maximum nerve diameter in the tumor bulk into tertiles, survival is
poor when nerve diameter is high (DSS, Fig. 4A; OS and DFS;
Supplementary Fig. S6A anad S6B). We calculated maximum nerve
diameter that best separates the PNI-negative patients using regression
tree methods. PNI-negative patients with a maximum nerve diameter
≥32 mm survive poorly compared with PNI negative with smaller
nerves in the tumor bulk (DSS; Fig. 4B); PNI-negative patients with
nerve diameter ≥32 mm behave similarly to PNI-positive patients
(Fig. 4B; Supplementary Fig. S6C and S6D). The association between
larger nerve diameter in the tumor bulk and poor survival is significant
evenwhen adjusting for AJCC stage and comorbidities [DSS, HR, 3.73;
95% CI (1.01–13.80); Supplementary Table S8]. Multivariate Cox
modeling using nerve-level data also reveals an increased HR for
larger nerve diameter in the tumor bulk (Fig. 4C; Supplementary
Table S7). Adjusting for AJCC 8th edition does not change the
significance of these results (Supplementary Fig. S5F). To investigate
the threshold of nerve diameter that is most relevant for patient
survival, we used additive models for DSS (Fig. 4D; Supplementary
Fig. S5G) and OS (Supplementary Fig. S6E) using all nerves in the
tumor bulk from 142 patients. The relative patient death rate increases
as nerve diameter increases, regardless of the AJCC classification used,
and the effect is lost above a diameter of approximately 100mm. Similar
towhat happens for nerve-tumor distance, larger nerve diameter in the
tumor bulk associates with poor DSS (Fig. 4E), OS, and DFS (Sup-
plementary Fig. S6F and S6G) in N0 patients.

To evaluate whether nerve-related parameters are influenced by
tumor DOI, we did linear regression analyses (Supplementary
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Fig. S7A–S7C). Nerve-tumor distance and nerve diameter do not
correlate with DOI. Even the number of nerves per patient does not
increase with DOI (Supplementary Fig. S7C). As expected, large
tumors have increased DOI (Supplementary Fig. S7D). PNI-
positive and PNI-negative patients have similar overall depth (Sup-
plementary Fig. S7E). However, splitting in tiers of 5 mm depth, PNI
positivity is more frequent with tumor DOI >10 mm (Supplementary
Fig. S7F). These data support that DOI has a weak influence on PNI,
nerve-tumor distance, and nerve diameter in our sample.

Overall, our spatial morphometric analyses of nerves in oral cancer
reveal that nerves close to tumor associate with poor patient outcome.
In addition, among nerves close to tumor, diameter is likely relevant
for survival.

Nerves closer to tumor have a unique transcriptomic signature
Because nerves closer to tumor are meaningful for clinical out-

comes in OSCC, we hypothesized that these nerves have a different
molecular profile compared with nerves that are not embedded

within tumor, that is, within the tumor margin. To explore differ-
ences between nerves close to and at a distance from tumor, we used
the NanoString GeoMx DSP Whole Transcriptome Atlas platform
in 8 of the 142 patients. Nerve AOIs were categorized on the basis of
proximity to tumor as shown in Fig. 5A. NC designates nerves
within 100 mm of tumor and at least 50% surrounded by tumor cells.
Gradual increase in distance between tumor and nerve is repre-
sented in the AOIs N100 (nerve within 100 mm from tumor but
excluding NC) and N1000 (100 mm to 1 mm from tumor). NF refers
to nerves beyond 1 mm from tumor.

Overall, 8,162 genes are detected in all AOIs. There are 159DEGs for
the NC versus NF comparison; 95 are upregulated while 64 are
downregulated in NC. Log2-transformed normalized gene counts
(GeoMeans) are depicted in the circle plots in all four types of AOIs
(Fig. 5A) and partially zoomed in as linear plots (Fig. 5B and C).
Comparing GeoMeans between NF and NC, a gradient effect in gene
expression is observed as a function of nerve-tumor distance. Gradual
changes in expression of all 159 genes are shown in Fig. 5D, with genes

Figure 4.

Large nerve diameter in tumor bulk
associates with poor DSS. A, Patients
are divided in tertiles for maximum
nerve diameter in tumor bulk into
low (≤32.28 mm), medium (33.73–
88.13 mm), and large (≥ 89.61 mm).
Patients with large nerves in the
tumor bulk survive poorly. B, Among
PNI-negative patients, nerve diame-
ter ≥32 mm in the tumor bulk
significantly associates with poor
DSS. C, Adjusted Cox modeling of
nerve-level data. Data are weighted
by the number of nerves per patient
and adjusted for variables shown
in the table. Significant HRs are
shown in bold and depicted in
orange for high. D, Adjusted Cox
additive modeling for relative DSS
as a function of nerve diameter in
the tumor bulk using nerve-level
data; an increase in relative DSS
death rate is observed as nerve
diameter increases. The model is
adjusted for AJCC 7th edition
stage and tumor differentiation.
E, Among node-negative patients,
a nerve diameter ≥32 mm associates
with poor DSS. Kaplan–Meier surviv-
al curves using patient-level data
are shown in A, B, and E. Log-rank
P values are displayed in each plot
and the number of patients at risk for
each timepoint is shown below each
survival plot. PNI was assessed using
H&E þ IHC.
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upregulated in NC in blue and downregulated in NC in red. To further
explore this gradient effect, we plotted both adjusted P values and
log2FC (fold change) values for all DEGs across groups. As expected,
absolute logFC values decrease gradually from the NC versus NF
comparison with the N1000 versus NF comparison (Fig. 5E). Con-
versely, adjusted P values increase (Fig. 5F), confirming that dissim-
ilarities found in the NC versus NF comparison are decreased as the
distance between tumor and nerve increases.

DEGs from the NC versus NF comparison are shown in Fig. 6A
and B. The top 50 upregulated and downregulated genes are listed in
Supplementary Table S9. Exploring DEGs further, ribosome (KEGG:
03010) is the most well-represented pathway, with 26 upregulated and
1 downregulated gene in NC, suggesting that nerves close to tumor
have increased protein translation. Alcoholism (KEGG: 05034) is also

significantly represented by upregulation of 12 genes. Of interest,
pathways of neurodegeneration multiple diseases (KEGG: 05022) and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS, KEGG: 05014) were among the
six most well-represented pathways, with 10 and nine genes,
respectively. ALS is a neurodegenerative disease; suggested mechan-
isms include impaired proteostasis, aberrant RNA processing,
mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress, microglia activa-
tion, and axonal dysfunction (26). The top six well-represented
pathways and top 10 gene ontology terms for molecular function,
biological process, and cellular component are listed in Supple-
mentary Fig. S8.

Overall, these data suggest that nerves in proximity to tumor
undergo a degenerative process and react to tumor stress factors in
a distance-dependent manner.

Figure 5.

Transcriptomic profile of nerves varies with nerve-tumor distance. A, Biopsy sections were stained with morphology markers (cytokeratin in purple and S100 in
green) for identification of AOIs. AOIs are overlaid in the fluorescence image and enlarged in panels at right: NC (within 100 mm from tumor with at least 50%
surrounded by tumor cells) is identified in green, N100 (within 100 mm from tumor cells but excluded from NC) in orange, N1000 (between 100 and 1,000 mm from
tumor) in light blue, and NF (beyond 1,000 mm from tumor) in purple. Circular bar graphs around each enlarged AOI represent log2-transformed normalized gene
counts (GeoMeans) of 159 genes that were differentially expressed between NC and NF. Blue bars are upregulated and red bars are downregulated in NC. Enlarged
GeoMean bar graphs of NF (B) and NC (C) show differences in gene expression. D, GeoMeans for 159 genes as a function of the type of AOI. Upregulated genes go
gradually upwhereas downregulated genes go gradually down fromNF toNC.Gradual differences are observed for the log2(FC;E) and adjustedP values (FDR; F) for
159genes as a functionof nerve-tumordistance.NCversusNFhas the largest log2(FC) and the smallest FDRvalues,whileN1000versusNFaremost similar in terms of
gene expression. Scale bar (A), 500 mm.
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Figure 6.

DEGs in nerves close to and far from tumor. A, Heatmap of 46 AOIs across 8 patients, showing 159 significant (FDR ≤ 0.1) differentially expressed genes
in NC versus NF. Each row of the heatmap represents the transformed log2 values of one DEG across all samples (blue, low expression; red, high expression).
AOI types are identified on top. Genes selected for in vitro validation (C–F) are highlighted with red arrows. B, Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes,
identified in red. FDR ≤ 0.05 and ≤ 0.10 are identified by dashed lines. C and D, 50B11 neuronal cells were treated with conditioned medium from cancer
cells (UM-SCC-29) for up to 48 hours and mRNA expression of selected genes was assessed. E and F, S16 Schwann cells were treated as described in C and D.
Each color represents an independent experiment in C, D, E, and F. Timepoints are depicted in shades of gray. (One-way ANOVA P values: � < 0.05; �� < 0.01;
��� < 0.001; ���� < 0.0001).
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Nerves in proximity to tumor have changes inmyelin that reflect
injury or degeneration

Among the 159 DEGs, two genes are constituents of the peripheral
nervous system (PNS) myelin sheath (AnxA2, Mbp; ref. 27). Myelin,
produced by Schwann cells, surrounds neuronal axon projections to
facilitate propagation of electrical impulses during neurotransmission.
Annexin A2 (ANXA2) is upregulated in NC and accumulates in
Schwann cells upon injury or stress and causes cytoskeleton remodel-
ing for nerve growth (28). MBP is among the most abundant myelin
proteins, approximately 8% of all myelin proteins (27). Our data show
downregulation ofMBP in NC. Downregulation ofMBP also occurs in
sensory nerves undergoing myelin degeneration in oral mucosa (29).
MBP is posttranscriptionally downregulated by DDX5 (30). Interest-
ingly, our data show upregulation of DDX5 and downregulation of
MBP in NC.

PTPRZ1, downregulated in NC, is expressed exclusively in the
nervous system. In the central nervous system, it suppresses oligo-
dendrocyte differentiation and remyelination (31). Little is known
about its function in the PNS. This gene encodes for protein receptor-
type tyrosine-protein phosphatase zeta (R-PTP-zeta), a putative recep-
tor for heterophilic NCAM (neural cell adhesion molecule) in
Schwann cells that may be involved in neuron-Schwann cell commu-
nication and enhancing Schwann cell migration (32). Because PTPRZ1
suppresses myelination, downregulation of this gene in NC may
represent an effort to increase myelination necessary for nerve
regeneration.

Axonogenesis and stress response genes are upregulated in
nerves near tumor cells

Nerves close to tumor show upregulation of genes implicated in
cytoskeletal organization such asCFL1 andMARCKS. Cofilin1 (CFL1)
is a known regeneration-associated gene (33, 34), involved in actin and
microtubule organization necessary for filopodia and axon elongation.
It is involved in neurite growth, axon guidance and synaptogen-
esis (35); dysregulation of Cofilin activity is present in neurodegen-
erative diseases such as Alzheimer’s (36). MARCKS (myristoylated
alanine-rich C-kinase substrate) is critical for neurite initiation,
branching, and neuronal migration (37). These findings indicate a
growth/regenerative response in nerves proximal to cancer cells.
Another upregulated gene in NC, HSPG2, encodes the protein Perle-
can, an extracellular matrix and basement membrane component
crucial for cell adhesion and migration during nervous system
development (38).

Upregulated genes also show an important response to stress in
nerves close to tumor. These genes are involved in endoplasmic
reticulum stress (ATF4), cell detoxification (FABP5,GSTP1), neuronal
survival via inhibition of necrosis (PTMA), and reduction of apoptosis
after glucose deprivation (COX5A) and ischemia (HNRNPA1). Inter-
estingly, PDCD2, a gene related to induction of apoptosis (39, 40), is
downregulated in NC. In injured mouse dorsal ganglia, Pdcd2 is
upregulated, but only in the non-peptidergic nociceptor population
of neurons (33). Overall, our data suggest nerve reprogramming to
survival mode that in turn, supports axon growth.

Figure 7.

Validation of DEGs in nerves close to cancer. A,DRG from rat were co-cultured for the designated timepoints in the presence or absence of UM-SCC-29 cells; mRNA
expression of selected genes was measured. Timepoints are depicted in shades of gray. (One-way ANOVA P values: � < 0.05; �� < 0.01; ��� < 0.001; ���� < 0.0001).
B andC, IHC forMBP; nerves close to (NC, n¼ 35) and far from tumor (NF,n¼40)were scored for intensity andproportion of stain, and a combined score (intensity�
proportion) was generated. Scale bars ¼ 50 mm; n ¼ 8 patients. Quantification is shown in C (Mann–Whitney test P values: ��� < 0.001; ���� < 0.0001).
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Taken together, the gene profile of nerves within cancer reveals a
response that promotes growth and survival to overcome damage. The
gradient of gene expression dependent on nerve-tumor distance,
suggests the injury to nerves is molecular rather than physical.

Studies in neuronal and Schwann cells, DRG, and human tissue
verify spatial transcriptomic data

To explore whether gene expression changes in nerves close to
tumor are due to tumor-secreted factors, we performed in vitro
experiments using neuronal (50B11) and Schwann (S16) cells, and
ex vivoDRGs. Cells were cultured in conditionedmedium from cancer
cells for up to 48 hours and expression of Anxa2, Cfl1, Marcks, Fabp5,
Gstp1, Cox5a, Hnrnpa1, Pdcd2, and Mbp, was evaluated by qPCR
(Fig. 6C–F). Neuronal cells significantly upregulate Anxa2, Cfl1,
Marcks, and Hnrnpa1, and downregulate Pdcd2, consistent with
patient transcriptomic data. Schwann cells upregulate Fabp5 and
downregulate Mbp and Pdcd2, also consistent with spatial transcrip-
tomic data. Cox5a andGstp1 changes in both cell lines did not validate
the spatial transcriptomic findings. Overall, most tested targets were
changed in the expected direction in at least neuronal or Schwann cells.
DRGs were co-cultured with UM-SCC-29 for up to 72 hours; expres-
sion of the same genes was assessed by qPCR. Similarly to cell-based
experiments, changes in DRGs mostly replicate spatial transcriptomic
data (Fig. 7A).

To investigate protein expression in nerves close to cancer, we
performed IHC forMBP in patient biopsies. Nerves close and far from
tumor were scored for intensity and proportion of stain (Fig. 7B). A
significant reduction of MBP protein expression is observed in nerves
close to tumor (Fig. 7C), similar toMBP gene expression from spatial
transcriptomic data.

Discussion
This study shows the first unbiased spatial gene expression profile of

nerves in human cancer. Our clinical and transcriptomic findings
elucidate cancer-nerve interactions associated with poor survival. We
identify parameters beyond the current clinical definition of PNI that
are associated with poor survival. These may be especially pertinent
among patients without lymph node metastasis, where adjuvant
therapy is not routinely recommended after surgery. Considering
both PNI-positive and PNI-negative nerves in cancer, we show that
shorter nerve-tumor distances predict poor survival. In support of
these clinical findings, spatial transcriptome analysis shows that nerves
close to tumor cells have an injury-response program. Importantly,
gene expression changes were gradual based on nerve-tumor cell
distance. Together, these findings support redefining PNI and expand-
ing nerve-related criteria used to predict patient outcome and select
treatment.

Advanced tumor size, DOI, and lymph node metastasis, currently
recognized as important predictors of poor prognosis in OSCC, are
incorporated into disease staging (41). Adjuvant radiotherapy is
routinely recommended for clinical stage of at least T3 and/or
node-positive patients (41). However, up to 50% of patients with stage
I or II OSCC develop recurrence despite the early stage (42–45); these
patients often do not have indications for adjuvant therapy (44, 45).
Other parameters such as PNI could help guide treatment selec-
tion (11, 16). In fact, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network
Guidelines (46) for OSCC recommend postoperative chemoradiation
or radiation for PNI, considering it a strong adverse feature. Our
study shows that among N0 patients, detection of PNI in biopsies
helps stratify patients into a group with more aggressive disease. OS,

DSS, and DFS rates for patients with N0, PNI-positive OSCC
mirrors the poor survival of N-positive patients (Fig. 2; Supple-
mentary Fig. S2). Similarly, among N0 patients, shorter nerve-
tumor distance and large nerve diameter in the tumor bulk associate
with poor outcomes (Fig. 3 and 4; Supplementary Figs. S4 and S6).
Detection of PNI and our expanded criteria may increase patients
eligible for adjuvant therapy beyond current recommendations,
potentially improving clinical outcomes.

PNI is notoriously variable in definition, generating poor concor-
dance among pathologists (15, 47, 48). This has led to great variability
in clinical studies focused on PNI (15). To overcome this limitation,
some studies investigated parameters associated with PNI to enhance
its significance as a predictor of prognosis (11, 16, 22–24, 49–52). These
include number (16, 22, 23, 52), location (51, 52), and diameter of PNI-
positive nerves (11, 22, 49, 51, 53).

The number of PNI-positive foci has been variably linked to
survival. PNI was defined as focal (one), moderate (two to five), or
extensive (more than five), with no association between number of
PNI-positive nerves and outcome (16). Conversely, more than five
PNI-positive nerves were associated with worse DSS (24). Tarsitano
and colleagues (23) reported shorter time to local or regional recur-
rence associated with extensive PNI. Other studies defining high PNI
as multifocal (more than one; refs. 22, 49, 52) likely because few
patients presented with >5 PNI-positive nerves (52), reported
increased local failure (22) and worse DSS (49, 52). In contrast, our
results show that multifocal does not decrease survival compared with
unifocal PNI. Because patients with PNI are more likely to have higher
tumor stage and receive adjuvant treatment, potentially improving
survival, we evaluated the effect of PNI foci among early-stage patients.
Accumulation of PNI-positive nerves has no contribution to poorDSS,
OS, and DFS, even in early-stage OSCC.

PNI-positive nerves ≥1 mm in diameter correlated with locoregio-
nal failure (11, 22, 23). However, PNI-positive nerves larger than 1mm
are not common on incisional biopsies of OSCC; our study has zero
PNI-positive nerves larger than 1mm. In a sample of 105 patients, only
10 had PNI-positive nerves larger than 0.5 mm (49). Previous findings
suggest that PNI-positive nerves <1mm associate with worse OS, DSS,
and local recurrence (4, 49, 53). Here, we analyze PNI-positive nerve
diameter using both maximum and average diameter for each patient;
no associations between OS, DSS, or DFS and large PNI-positive
nerves are found.Discordance across studies could be due to variability
in defining PNI, and the use of H&E alone for detection of PNI.

Although most recent studies use the same diagnostic criteria (5),
the definition of PNI is subjective due to the term “close proximity”
between tumor and nerve. Furthermore, only a few studies used IHC to
confirm PNI (4, 54, 55). The current study uses a standardized
definition of PNI (5) and IHC to highlight both nerves and tumor,
increasing detection of PNI by 17%. We and others reported that IHC
increases PNI detection because it helps identify small nerves and
isolated tumor cells or small tumor islands (4, 54). Given the associ-
ation of nerve-tumor parameters with outcome, our findings support
the use of IHC in routine pathologic examination of carcinomas.

To provide objective criteria for nerve proximity to cancer (PNI-
positive), we comprehensively analyzed all nerves in biopsies, mea-
suring distance between nerve and the nearest tumor island/or cell.
Strikingly, our results show that nerve-tumor distance helps predict
poor survival, even among patients scored as PNI-negative. PNI-
negative patients with any nerve-tumor distance less than 27 mm
survived poorly compared with PNI-negative patients with larger
distances. Using the 27 mm cutoff instead of PNI to split N0 patients,
survival is also poor. This represents an increase of 28 N0 patients
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(PNI-negative but with distance less than 27 mm) who survive poorly
and could perhaps benefit from adjuvant therapy. However, which
distance to consider PNI is not defined; previously, using 71 biopsies
and the same criteria, we showed similar results with a different
cutoff (4). There is a gradual decrease in strength of association of
distance with clinical outcomes as distance increases; nerves beyond
500 mm are not relevant. Importantly, our results advocate for a more
inclusive definition of PNI considering nerves in proximity to tumor as
PNI positive, regardless of extent of nerve involvement.

Within the tumor bulk, large nerve diameter is associated with poor
survival; PNI-negative patients with nerves larger than 32 mm have
worse survival than those with smaller nerves. Importantly, nerve
diameter and nerve-tumor distance are independently associated with
poor DSS, even when adjusting for AJCC 8th edition stage, which
incorporates DOI. While nerve diameter in the tumor bulk associates
with poor survival, diameter of PNI-positive nerves is not important.
Similarly, patients with pancreatic cancer with larger nerves detected
in tissue microarrays have poor overall survival (56). We believe that
both nerve-tumor distance and nerve diameter reflect the biology of
tumor-nerve interactions; nerve diameter may be a proxy for nerve
activity.

The exchange between peripheral nerves and the local microenvi-
ronment are selectively regulated by the blood-nerve barrier, mainly
comprised of endothelial cells. In physiologic conditions, this semi-
permeable barrier maintains homeostasis and integrity of nerves,
regulating passage of nutrients and macromolecules that modulate
the surrounding tissues (57). However, in pathologic conditions such
as nerve injury, inhibition of tight junctions of the blood-nerve barrier
increases permeability, modulating leukocyte translocation and
immunosurveillance (58). Spatial transcriptomic analysis in our study
supports a neurodegenerative/repair phenotype in response to nearby
tumor that may trigger neuroplasticity toward axonogenesis. Nerves
close to tumor show increased protein synthesis machinery, survival,
stress response, and growth, including genes associated with cytoskel-
etal changes and axon regeneration. Given the injury phenotype,
nerves that approximate cancer would be more affected by tumor-
secreted factors and are more likely to influence tumor behavior. This
is consistent with clinical data showing that relative death rate
decreases as a function of larger nerve-tumor distances.

Our findings support that both nerve degeneration and repair are
stimulated by proximity to cancer. A previous study suggested that
Schwann cells associated with ganglioneuromas have a repair-specific
phenotype similar to injured nerves (59). In contrast to epithelial or
mesenchymal tumors, ganglioneuromas, which are derived from
neuronal/glial tissue have a large population of glial cells. In addition,
transcriptomic changes in the margin of melanomas suggest neuronal
and glia-associated genes involved in nerve repair, while changes in
tumor bulk suggest degeneration (60). However, both studies used
bulk RNA sequencing and nerves were not profiled separately from the
stroma. As a confounding issue, tumor and stromal cells such as
fibroblasts and the immune infiltrate may express nerve growth
factors, neuropeptides, and response to stress and repair genes, similar
to cells in nerves.

Transcriptomic analysis of peripheral nerves represents mainly
Schwann cells and neurons. We anticipated that changes in spatial
data would represent Schwann cells more than neurons. Surprisingly,
in vitro validation shows DEGsmore related to neuronal cells. Because
neuronal soma, where the nucleus is located, lies at great distances
from nerves in cancer, transcripts captured from neuronal cells would
be limited to axons. Indeed, neuronal cells have functional protein
production machinery in axons, dendrites, and synaptic areas (61),

both in developing andmature neurons (62). Because axons can extend
formore than ameter from the soma to the site of innervation, neurons
are highly compartmentalized and express transcripts in axons to
facilitate rapid responses to the local environment (63, 64). For
example, transcript levels are regulated by extracellular cues and lead
to rapid translation of proteins at the injury site (65, 66).

Our study is the first to correlate spatial transcriptomic changes in
nerves in human cancer with clinical outcomes. Using data from The
Cancer Genome Atlas (67) and from c-Bioportal (68), others have
studied the transcriptomic changes in tumors with and without PNI.
Genes associated with epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, metas-
tasis, and invasion were upregulated in PNI-positive tumors, suggest-
ing that PNI is an invasive process (67). Neurogenesis and axon
guidance genes were also upregulated (68). However, bulk RNA
samples do not elucidate spatial distribution of transcripts because
tumor stroma and parenchyma are pooled.

Here we show that nerve-cancer cell proximity is important for
prognosis in OSCC, and modulates the nerve transcriptome. These
findings have implications for tumor biology and more importantly,
open avenues of investigation leading to better treatment selection. In
fact, these investigations could focus only on nerves close to tumor,
which our study suggests are important for survival.

Limitations
IHC for the two cohortswas performed several years apart; however,

all slides were digitized shortly after staining, preventing loss of quality.
Although sections from the two cohorts were analyzed using different
software, both digital pathology programs have similar tools for
distance and area assessment.

Measuring all nerves in a large tumor sample is time consuming and
a limitation for clinical use. However, our data suggest that a pathol-
ogist would need to measure only nerves close to the tumor, which are
relevant for survival.

For spatial transcriptomic analysis, an important limitation is the
area of tissue required to profile nerves both close and far from tumor
cells; only two tumors per slide were possible because of the large tissue
area required for each. Even in tumorswith several nerves, not all nerves
couldbe analyzed, due to lownuclear count or small size.Nerves smaller
than 100 mm in diameter do not generate enough expression data for
analysis and were excluded preventing transcriptomic analysis as a
function of diameter. Another important aspect of the GeoMx analysis
is the ability to select different data filters to remove unreliable data.
Dependingon the stringency of the analysis,DEGsmayvary. Therefore,
as recommendations for analysis evolve, transcriptomes detected will
change. Furthermore, this study is exploratory in nature; interpretation
of the function of DEGs requires mechanistic studies in the context of
nerve-tumor interactions and may be tumor type specific.
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